
Company Profile and Background

Quantitative Radiology Solutions (QRS) (doing business as Quantaras) provides body-wide analysis
of medical images to personalize cancer treatment decisions. Our unique Automatic Anatomy
Recognition (AAR) software supports recognition and analysis of anatomical objects and diseased
tissue in multiple body regions using MRI, CT, and PET/CT images. Our first application aims to
reduce side effects for cancer patients undergoing radiation therapy, and the application has been
validated at 4 academic medical centers. QRS received FDA clearance for this application in April
2021. The management team at QRS combines business, product development and industry
experience to systematically de-risk innovations and bring regulatory cleared products to the
market.

The technology was developed in the Department of Radiology at the University of Pennsylvania.
Drs. Jayaram Udupa and Drew Torigian from the Medical Imaging Processing Group (MIPG) formed
QRS to support increased use of medical imaging to improve treatment decisions. Drs. Udupa and
Torigian developed tools in clinical use at Penn and Childrens Hospital of Philadelphia and wanted
to make these tools available outside to other clinicians. Joe Camaratta joined the company as
President & CEO in 2015 to be responsible for commercialization, and recruited Steve Owens (with
whom Joe worked at Siemens Healthcare) to lead product development and regulatory approval.

QRS has raised $2.5M in non-dilutive funding and an additional $500K in convertible notes to fund
product development, clinical evaluation and regulatory approval of its first application in radiation
treatment planning. We have developed a cloud-based platform to support availability of AAR, and
conducted a multi-site clinical evaluation enrolling 214 patients at University of Pennsylvania, New
York Proton Center, Washington University and Rutgers University. The product received FDA
clearance in April 2021.

Targeted Indication

Our first application aims to reduce side effects from unnecessary radiation exposure for cancer
patients undergoing radiation therapy.  Studies have shown that up to 30% of patients receiving
radiation treatment suffer from a side effect resulting in an emergency room visit or unplanned
hospital admission.  Additionally, up to 50% of such side effects result from suboptimal treatment
planning. Our software enables physicians to increase the accuracy of planning while reducing the
time necessary to complete a plan. Furthermore, it enables an oncologist to replan during the
course of treatment to account for anatomical changes that occur during the course of treatment.

QRS participates in the $1B U.S. market for automated analysis of medical images for cancer care.
Our initial target is healthcare providers that offer specialized radiation treatments such as proton
therapy and stereotactic body radiotherapy. These specialized treatments provide higher doses of
radiation delivery and have an acute need to protect sensitive organs from unnecessary radiation
exposure. QRS has developed a software-as-a-service (SaaS) platform to deliver an automated
software solution to support treatment planning, and estimates the market for this solution to be
$200M.
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Product and Technology

Image segmentation is the process of partitioning a digital image into components (e.g. facial
recognition in a digital photo). Accurate recognition of anatomical structures (e.g. heart, lungs,
liver) in medical images is the basis for advanced analysis such as organ delineation and disease
quantification. To date, there is no approach that works reliably in multiple body regions (e.g. head,
thorax, abdomen) and across imaging modalities (CT, MRI, PET/CT). Our technology is the first
modality-independent solution to recognize structures throughout the body to support treatment
planning and monitoring.

AAR explicitly models morphological relationships among anatomical structures and the variation
of those relationships across a population. It then uses this information on structure location, shape
and size to provide an approximate location and volume of interest for each anatomical structure in
the image to be analyzed. Machine (deep) learning is then applied to  each structure in order to
calculate the final result.

When applied to delineation of anatomical structures to support radiation treatment planning, and
deployed on a cloud-based platform, AAR offers 3 competitive advantages to reduce clinician
planning time: (1) generates consistent results based on published radiation oncology guidelines;
(2) provides accurate results for difficult anatomical structure and imaging studies; and (3) reduces
capital costs to make these productivity enhancements available to the treatment planning team.

The ability to automatically recognize healthy and diseased tissues based on anatomical models
also provides a capability to expand AAR to additional applications in cancer care.

Management Team

Joe Camaratta joined the company as President and CEO in 2015 and helped identify
an initial market in radiation treatment planning for these tools and an approach to
commercialize the offerings. Joe brings 30 years of experience in commercialization of
medical technologies that impact patient care. He built businesses for GE Healthcare
and Siemens Healthcare in medical imaging, cardiology and oncology.

Steve Owens joined QRS as CTO in 2017 with over 30 years of development
experience, and a track record of leading people and organizations to transform
cutting edge technology into innovative products. He built software development
organizations for Siemens Healthcare, RadPharm, and Forest Laboratories.

Late Seed Round

QRS is raising $1.1M in a late seed round to expand its indications for use and  initiate revenue
generation from healthcare providers with the goal of developing customer advocates to publish
and present on the product’s benefits. Funds will be used to expand the product to support cancers
of the abdomen and pelvis, and for business development and operations.
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